We introduce the notion of crystallographic T-duality, inspired by the appearance of K-theory with graded equivariant twists in the study of topological crystalline materials. This gives a powerful tool for computing topological phase classification groups, and for understanding crystallographic bulk-boundary correspondences in physics through index theory.
Introduction
The role of K-theory in string theory [51] and in solid state physics [6] has been known for several decades. In the former, D-brane charges in various flavours of (super)string theory live in appropriate K-(co)homology groups of spacetime, while in the latter, invariants of topological phases live in the K-theory of some (noncommutative) momentum space [31, 18, 48] . In both fields, the role of dualities is key. For instance, T-dualities relate complementary features of and account for different types of string theories [12, 50] , while a closely related position-momentum space duality was already observed in [13] and features in the Fourier transform used heavily in solid state physics. Furthermore, index theory as formulated naturally in K-theoretic language appears in mathematical treatments of T-duality [29] , and in accounting for the quantum Hall effect [7] .
Mathematical interest in T-duality was stimulated by the discovery that the presence of H-flux generally requires the T-dual manifold to be topologically distinct from the original one [11] . The relevant K-theory is twisted by the degree-3 cohomology class of the H-flux, and the desire to understand the general mechanism behind T-duality led to a rekindling of interest in twisted K-theory. A very fruitful approach utilises C * -algebras [41, 36, 42, 15] and relates T-duality to the deep Baum-Connes isomorphisms [5] and therefore to representation theory. Recently, twisted K-theory started to appear in solid-state physics from the work of Freed-Moore generalising the Bott-"Periodic Table" of topological insulators [31] to the crystallographic setting. Here, the relevant twists are graded, equivariant and generally torsion classes.
These parallel developments serve as strong motivations for the notion of crystallographic T-duality introduced in this paper. Our main definition and result is in Theorem 4.1, which says that for each crystallographic space group G in d-dimensions (and there are many such groups), there is an isomorphism of twisted K-theories,
On the LHS, T d G is a "position space" d-torus equipped with a naturally defined affine action of a finite quotient G of G , and σ G is a graded G-equivariant twist ( §3) from the K-nonorientability of this G-action. On the RHS,T d is the "momentum space" Brillouin torus equipped with the natural dual G-action, and τ G is a cocycle equivariant twist arising from group-theoretic properties of G . Thus T G has a physical interpretation as a "topological Fourier transform" adapted to G , which passes between position and momentum space pictures. Strikingly, the data on one side appears at first glance to be of a different nature to the data on the other side, yet the total K-theoretic information is "conserved". We also show, via a large number of explicit examples, that the crystallographic T-duality factorises through several circle bundle T-dualities -"partial Fourier transforms" -such as the 'Real' T-duality of [19] involving K ± groups. From this, we obtain intricate webs of T-dualities whose individual links are sometimes already known, but are now assembled together in coherent patterns ( §6, §7).
Mathematically, our duality is shown by a chain of isomorphisms involving the Baum-Connes assembly map, and so implicitly passes through a (graded) C * -algebraic formulation. The graded twists are subtle but essential, and we provide many computable examples ( §3.1-3.2). Because tori appear on both sides of the duality, the duality becomes a tool to compute certain (previously unknown) twisted equivariant K-theory groups "for free", and to supplement spectral sequence methods by resolving extension problems ( §8.3). We emphasise that the torsion part is of particular interest in physics, so rational methods are generally insufficient. We also define a crystallographic Fourier-Mukai transform T FM G ( §4.2.1), which is expected to also implement T G . Solid state physics applications. The RHS of the crystallographic Tduality, K
, is supposed to be the group of bulk topological crystalline insulator phases (roughly: equivalence classes of G -invariant Hamiltonians with a spectral gap at zero), assuming that one is working in the singleparticle (i.e. non-interacting) framework [18, 48, 46, 47] . For • = 0, these are Class A insulators, whereas • = 1 is relevant for Class AIII ones which have an additional chiral symmetry (an odd "supersymmetry").
Quite aside from tabulating the possible topological phases, it is critical that the actual experimental signatures of nontrivial topological (crystalline) insulators are expected to be topological zero modes localised at an appropriate boundary cut into the sample. Thus the somewhat "invisible" bulk topologi-
appears on the boundary as a phenomenon which is simultaneously topological and analytic in nature. This suggests that the so-called bulk-boundary correspondence is index-theoretic in nature, and indeed justifies the appropriateness of the K-theoretic classification in the first place. In the non-crystalline case (i.e. G = Π ∼ = Z d ), such correspondences have been studied in mathematical physics for some time [27, 23, 40, 9] , and with nonequivariant H-flux introduced in [24, 25] . An approach using coarse geometry and C * -algebras appears in [34] and some crystalline symmetries were studied there. T-duality as a topological Fourier transform was introduced into this field in [37] , and used to understand why certain Gysin (topological index) maps should implement the bulk-to-boundary homomorphisms [24, 25] .
The main difficulty in studying the general crystallographic bulk-boundary correspondence rigorously is that the appropriate "index" for the topological boundary zero modes is not known. A major insight of [22] is that the symmetries of the boundary should be generalised from a lower-dimensional space group, to a subperiodic group, which is furthermore graded based on the data of how the boundary sits inside the bulk ( §8.2). The linear space of zero modes should therefore allow for a graded representation of the boundary symmetries. The framework of graded groups and graded equivariant twistings of K-theory allows us to formulate appropriate "super-indices" for the exotic topological boundary modes arising in physics.
Notation: Z 2 denotes the 2-element group {±1} written multiplicatively, while Z/2 = {0, 1} is the additive version. When necessary, objects (e.g. bundle, projection map, twist) on one side of a T-duality are denoted with a small hat (·) to distinguish them from similar objects on the other side. The Pontryagin dual of an abelian group A is denoted by A (wide hat). Equations involving K-theory groups K
• (·) hold for each • ∈ Z/2.
Generalities on crystallographic space groups
Let R d be d-dimensional (affine) Euclidean space, which can be identified with its vector group R d of translations upon choosing an origin. The Euclidean group E (d) of isometries of R d is then isomorphic to the semidirect product
where O(d) is the orthogonal group fixing the origin.
Definition 2.1 (e.g. [28, 44] ). A d-dimensional crystallographic space group, or simply space group, is a discrete cocompact subgroup G ⊂ E (d).
From various classical theorems of Bieberbach [8] , the lattice Π := G ∩ R d of translations in G is free abelian of rank d (so isomorphic to Z d ), with finite quotient G = G /Π. In fact, an abstract group G is characterised as a ddimensional space group, by virtue of it having a finite-index normal free abelian subgroup of rank d which is maximal abelian [53] .
To summarize, there is a commutative diagram of groups
in which the vertical maps are inclusions. In crystallography, the subgroup ρ : G ֒→ O(d), is called the point group. Note that G need not be isomorphic to a semi-direct product Z d ⋊ G; if it is, we say that G is symmorphic.
Actions of the point group

Linear and affine actions on position space torus
Since Π is normal in G , the Euclidean action of G on R d descends to the Π-orbit space
and we obtain a homomorphism
with s : G → T d the "translational" part and α : G → Aut(T d ) the "linear" part fixing the origin. This terminology is based on the following. The linear
and then conjugating (x, 1) ∈ E (d) by ( s(g), g) to get (gx, 1). This conjugation preserves the subgroup of lattice translations Π, so there is an action α :
Note that the lifts g, and thus the translational parts s(g) ∈ R d , are specified up to a Π ambiguity, so there is a well-defined map s : G → T d . Points of T d are labelled, with respect to the origin, by equivalence classes [x] ∈ T d of translations x ∈ R d modulo Π. Then the affine G-action α on T d can be written as
equipped with the induced affine G-action α described above.
We can identify Π with H 1 (T d , Z), and Aut(T d ) with Aut(Π) via the induced map on homology. Upon choosing a (not necessarily orthonormal) basis for
is called the arithmetic crystal class. There may be several non-isomorphic space groups within the same arithmetic crystal class, due to possible translational parts in α ≡ (s, α), and s = 0 gives the symmorphic
If α happens to be a free action of G (thus G acts freely on R d , is torsion-free, and is nonsymmorphic), then the fundamental domain is a flat manifold. An orbifold approach to crystallography can be found in [14] . 1D examples. The 1D torus T 1 = S 1 = {u ∈ C| |u| = 1} admits three inequivalent Z 2 -actions: S The two space groups in 1D are Z, and Z ⋊ Z 2 with Z 2 acting by reflection on R ⊃ Z, and are sometimes referred to as p1, p1m1 respectively. The G-tori
, and the involutive space
The two other involutive circles S 1 triv , S 1 free do not come directly from 1D space groups, but they appear in a generalisation to frieze groups (Section 7.1). 2D examples. There are 13 arithmetic crystal classes in d = 2, whereas there are 17 wallpaper groups (2D space groups); the four extra ones are nonsymmorphic, see Table 1 . For example, pm ∼ = Z 2 ⋊ Z 2 has point group Z 2 acting by reflection in one coordinate, while the nonsymmorphic version pg has instead a glide reflection -a reflection followed by half a lattice translation along the orthogonal coordinate -which squares to a lattice translation, so it is of infinite order ( §6.2.2). The quotient of the 2-torus T 2 pg by its free involution α is the Klein bottle, whose torsion-free fundamental group recovers pg .
Crystallography and group cohomology
Unlike α, the map s is not generally a homomorphism but satisfies the condition
p1 p2 p3 p4 p6 pm cm pmm cmm p3m1 p31m p4m p6m pg pmg p4g Thus s is a group 1-cocycle with values in
thereby modifying s by the 1-coboundary g → t − α(g)(t). Therefore, it is only the cohomology class [s] ∈ H 1 group (G, T d ) which matters. We may specify all the possible space groups within an arithmetic crystal class α : G ֒→ GL(d, Z) by specifying a group cohomology class
, see e.g. Theorem 5.2 in [28] . Via the connecting homomorphism δ coming from the exact sequence of G-modules 0
, so that we are equivalently looking for inequivalent extensions of the point group G by Π (e.g. §3.4 of [44] , remark after Theorem 5.2 of [28] ). Explicitly, a lifting map s as in Eq. (2) determines the 2-cocycle
which twists the product rule in Π × α G to give the space group G as an extension of G by Π. The extension is symmorphic iff the cocycle class of ν is trivial. Starting from G , we see that its Π-valued 2-cocycle is
recovering the formula Eq. (4). To emphasise that (the class of) s is determined by G , we shall sometimes write the affine torus action as α = (s G , α).
Dual action on Brillouin torus
Under Pontryagin duality Hom(·, U(1)) ≡ (·), conventionally denoted with a wide hat, the sequence of abelian groups
) for Π (so that they indeed define characters of Notation. We will mostly be regarding the Brillouin torus Π as the T-dual topological space to the unit cell T d , in which case we write it asT d where the small hat notation is usual in the string theory literature. This is not to be confused with taking the Pontryagin dual of the Brillouin torus as an abelian group (which would give back the lattice Π).
Given
For convenience, we also write this as the equation
Remark 2.3. Since we can think ofα asα :
, there are two maps α,α into GL(d, Z) (upon choosing bases for Π, Π ⊥ ), which are not necessarily conjugate. This is due to the fact that a subgroup of GL(d, Z) need not be conjugate to its contragredient subgroup (inverse transpose). In d = 2, α andα are conjugate for any space group, except for p31m and p3m1 (Lemma 2.4 of [20] ), see Section 6.3. In higher dimensions, the general relation between α andα appears to be difficult to ascertain, but see [38] for some 3D examples.
Dual cocycle on Brillouin torus
Whether G is symmorphic or not, the Brillouin torusT d is a G-space under α with no translational part, so it is itself associated to the symmorphic space group for the dual arithmetic crystal classα of G . To achieve a full duality, the nonsymmorphicity data s should also appear on the Brillouin torus side.
Let us write g · χ :=α(g)(χ) for χ ∈ Π =T d to simplify notation. The group 2-cocycle ν :
The algebra C(T d ) and also its unitary group U(C(
Then we see that τ G is a group 2-cocycle with values in the G-module U(C(T d )). As explained in §3.1, the class of
. Idea of crystallographic T-duality. The nonsymmorphicity data of a space group appears on the position space side in the affine action, whereas it is a K-theory twist on the momentum space side. The basic idea behind crystallographic T-duality for a space group G , is that the position space data α = (s G , α) determines dual data (α, τ G ) in momentum space, and that despite this drastic-looking change, the G-equivariant K-(co)homology theories adapted to (T d , (s G , α)) and (T d , (α, τ G )) are isomorphic in a natural way. Its precise statement requires a discussion of graded K-theory twists.
Generalities on twistings of K-theory
In what follows, we are concerned with compact spaces E equipped with continuous actions of a finite group G. The transformation groupoid E/ /G is a special case of a local quotient groupoid, and its complex (equivariant) K-theory has a category Twist(E/ /G) of twists, whose isomorphism classes π 0 (Twist(E/ /G)) fit into a short exact sequence of groups [17] ,
where β :
is the Bockstein homomorphism associated to the mod 2 reduction Z → Z 2 of coefficients. The ungraded twists have w = 0.
In the non-equivariant case, h ∈ H 3 (E, Z) is the Dixmier-Douady invariant when the K-theory of E twisted by h is modelled by gerbes [10] or by continuoustrace algebras [41] , and is also called a H-flux in string theory. In solid state physics, it arises after a partial Fourier transform of a screw-dislocated lattice [24] , see Section 6.2.3. In the equivariant world, H 3 G (E, Z) need not vanish even if dim(E) < 3. In fact, there is a nice interpretation of the various "lowerdimensional" terms that appear in the Leray-Serre spectral sequence computing H 3 G (E, Z) [20] , intimately related to crystallographic groups when E is a torus. Some examples are given in Section 3.1.
Much less studied are the gradings w ∈ H 1 G (E, Z 2 ) of twists. This cohomology group classifies G-equivariant real line bundles, or equivalently Gequivariant principal O(1) bundles over E, which we can think of as an "orientation field". Graded twists are required in crystallographic T-duality because of orientation reversing operations like reflections; they are needed to equivariantly implement push-forwards and Poincaré duality.
Examples of special equivariant H 3 twists
Twist from U(1) central extension of group. For a finite group G acting on a point,
, so the equivariant H 3 -twists come from U(1)-valued group 2-cocycles of G, i.e. central extensions of G by U(1). This cannot occur for G = Z n , but D 2 = Z 2 × Z 2 has a non-trivial 2-cocycle ω specified by
which generates H 3 D2 (pt, Z) ∼ = Z/2. When a D 2 -space E has a fixed point, the pullback of H 3 D2 from a point to E is split injective and we continue to write the pullback as ω ∈ H 3 D2 (E, Z). Similarly, if G → D 2 splits, we continue to write ω for its pullback in H 3 G (pt, Z). For the dihedral groups D n of order 2n, which appear as point groups in crystallography, it is known that (e.g. Theorem 5.2 of [26] )
For n even, there are split surjections
are recalled in §5.1. The generating twist for the latter is represented by a group 2-cocycle τ S 1 for Z 2 with coefficients in the (trivial) Z 2 -module U(C(S 1 triv )),
In fact, τ S 1 is the Fourier transformed version, in the sense of §2.1.4, of the Z-valued group 2-cocycle ν corresponding to the extension
which has value ν(−1, −1) = 1 and 0 otherwise. Generally, for a Z 2 -space E with an equivariant map to S 1 triv , we will continue to write τ S 1 for its pullback to E, unless several such maps are possible and cause ambiguity.
Non-cocycle twists. For T 2 , there may be general G-equivariant H 3 -twists h which are not represented by a 2-cocycle. Examples arising from crystallography will be discussed in Section 6.2.3. We mention that these non-cocycle twists can be represented by central extensions of the groupoid T 2 / /G, see [20] for a discussion. In higher dimensions, there may also be H 3 twists which are non-equivariantly nontrivial.
Examples of special equivariant
Twist from grading of group. For a finite group G acting on a point,
, so a H 1 -twist is essentially a homomorphism c : G → Z 2 making G into a graded group. The equivariant line bundle over pt is just pt × R with g ∈ G acting by multiplication by c(g).
The pullback of c from pt to a G-space E gives a twist in H 1 G (E, Z 2 ), corresponding to the G-equivariant product line bundle E × R with G action taking the fiber over x ∈ E to the fiber over g · x followed by multiplication by c(g); we call such twists c-type. When there is only one possible surjective homomorphism, e.g. when G is Z 2 or D 3 , we will just write c for the unique nontrivial H 1 -twist of c-type. For a space group G with point group ρ :
there is a distinguished twist from the orientability homomorphism
Note that G , G ′ can have the same G as an abstract group but different c G , e.g. p2 contains rotations so c p2 is the trivial map, while pm contains a reflection so c pm is the identity map on G ∼ = Z 2 .
, and the reduced part may be represented by non-trivial line bundles over E made G-equivariant. This is a consequence of a calculation with the Leray-Serre spectral sequence. In such cases, equivariant H 1 -twists come in c-type (from a point), in "M -type" (for Möbius, coming from the reduced part), or a sum of the two types.
For S 1 triv , we have
where the first generator c comes from Z 2 id → Z 2 , and the second generator M is the Möbius bundle over S 1 with Z 2 acting trivially on the total space. The mixed twist c + M is the Möbius bundle with −1 ∈ Z 2 acting fiberwise by multiplication by −1.
For
, with one generator c as above. The other generator M is the Möbius line bundle with Z 2 -action given locally by (e ik , v)
3 ). Thus on the fiber over the fixed point k = 0 (resp. k = π), the Z 2 -representation is trivial (resp. sign). Similarly, the mixed twist c + M is the Möbius bundle with trivial (resp. sign) representation at k = π (resp. k = 0).
For S 1 free , we have
The generator c is pulled back from a point; explicitly, take the product bundle
Twisted composition rule for H 3 and H 1 twists
An important example where the composition rule for graded twists, Eq. (6), is modified nontrivially, is pt/ /D 2 . From the usual cohomologies of BD 2 = BZ 2 × BZ 2 , we obtain the D 2 -equivariant cohomologies of pt:
Proof. Putting the D 2 -equivariant cohomology groups for pt tabulated above into the Bockstein sequence
Equivariant K-orientability of torus
Non-equivariantly, the torus T d is Spin c thus K-oriented, and Poincaré duality has the simple form
When T d has an action α of a finite group G, the obstruction to it being oriented in G-equivariant K-theory is
where 
a special case of general dualities, e.g. Theorem 2.1 of [49] , Theorem 2.9 of [16] . We are interested in T d G as in Definition 2.2, i.e. the affine G-actions α on T d arising from a space group G , as explained in Section 2.1. Recall that g ∈ G is an orthogonal transformation under ρ : G ֒→ O(d), and via a lift
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a space group and α be the associated affine action of the point group
Proof. The tangent bundle T R d of R d is trivialised by the translation action of R d , and so an element (r,
In particular, a lift g of g ∈ G in G acts this way, and passing to quotients we get
From this lemma, the obstruction classes
where
factors through SO(d). Thus under the identification H
It is well-known that for finite G, central extensions of 
4 Crystallographic T-duality 4.1 T-duality of circle bundles
Ordinary T-duality for a circle
The basic T-duality in string theory exchanges a circle S 1 of radius L with a circleŜ 1 of radius 1 L . There are degree-shifted isomorphisms
It is important to remember that S 1 andŜ 1 are not canonically the same space, so that Eq. (15) is not the (non-trivial) observation that
, but is rather a type of topological Fourier transform. This is apparent from its implementation as a Fourier-Mukai transform [29] , Eq. (17) .
For applications in solid-state and quantum physics, it is useful to view the two circles S 1 ,Ŝ 1 as coming from the group Z in two different ways. On the one hand, the affine S 1 is the quotient of the Euclidean line R 1 by a lattice Z ⊂ R of translations, i.e. the unit cell. Since R 1 is contractible, S 1 = BZ is a classifying space for Z. On the other hand, the Pontryagin dual of Z is topologically another circleŜ 1 , namely the 1D Brillouin torus. Notice that if S 1 has radius L in the Euclidean metric, thenŜ 1 has radius 1 L in the dual metric on R, exactly as in the string theory story.
As explained in Section 4.2, this duality between S 1 = BZ andŜ 1 = Z can be regarded in noncommutative topology language as a Baum-Connes isomorphism, which is useful for formulating our crystallographic generalisation in which Z is replaced by a space group.
Topology change from H 3 -twists
When trying to formulate the T-dual of a circle bundle E → X with some h ∈ H 3 (E, Z), one finds the remarkable fact that the dual circle bundleÊ → X may be non-isomorphic to E [11] . Furthermore, a dual twistĥ ∈ H 3 (Ê, Z) which completes the duality in the reverse direction always exists.
More precisely, for a pair (E, h) on X as above, there exists another pair (Ê,ĥ) on X such that
where p : π * Ê → E andp :π * E →Ê are projections from the fiber product
Such dual pairs enjoy the property that there is a T-duality isomorphism
In this way, there is a "conservation of topological invariants" on each side of the duality, even though the two sides may look very different. The special case where X is a point has E = S 1 ,Ê =Ŝ 1 , and recovers the basic circle T-duality in Eq. (15). There are no possible H 3 -twists, and an explicit formula is the Fourier-Mukai transform
where P → S 1 ×Ŝ 1 is the Poincaré line bundle, recalled in §4.2.1.
Crystallographic T-duality and Baum-Connes assembly
Recall that the Baum-Connes assembly map [5] for a discrete group G is a map
where the left-hand-side is the equivariant K-homology (with compact supports) of the universal space EG for proper G -actions, and the right-hand-side is the K-theory of the reduced group C * -algebra of G . A crystallographic space group G is a discrete subgroup of the Euclidean group
, and it also acts properly on R d . Then we see that R d is an EG (cf. [5] Section 2), and it has only finite isotropy groups. Furthermore, the lattice subgroup Π acts freely, so after quotienting by Π, we can rewrite
. where the finite point group G acts on T d G by α given in Eq. (1). C * r (G ) is a noncommutative C * -algebra, but since G is virtually abelian with twisted product G = Π × α,ν G, we can understand C * r (G ) in a "virtually commutative" way by decomposing it as a twisted crossed product [39] 
where τ G is the Fourier transformed 2-cocycle of Eq. (5) valued in the G-module
where G acts onT d via the dual actionα. The Baum-Connes conjecture is verified for G so that µ in (18) is an isomorphism, which we rewrite using Eq. (20) as
We can convert the LHS to K-theory using σ G -twisted Poincaré duality Eq. (12) . Assembling these isomorphisms, we finally obtain:
G be the d-torus with the affine action α ≡ (s G , α) associated to a space group G , as in Definition 2.2, and let the graded twist σ G be its G-equivariant Spin c obstruction class as in Definition 3.4. LetT d be the d-torus with the dual G-actionα and 2-cocycle twist τ G as defined in Section 2.1.
are crystallographic T-dual in the sense that there is an isomorphism
Remark 4.2. Twists from a homomorphism c : G → G → Z 2 are relevant whenever (G , c) arises as a graded group in physical applications. We anticipate that such c-twists can be added to both sides of Eq. (21), amounting to the statement that a " super Baum-Connes assembly map" for (G , c) is an isomorphism. We leave the verification and the application of these conjectures for a future work.
Crystallographic T-duality and Poincaré bundle
We wish to define a variant of the Fourier-Mukai transform adapted to G ,
Recall that the Poincaré line bundle P → T d × Π is defined as the quotient of the product line bundle
To incorporate G , choose an origin to identify
, and then taking
where we write g · χ ≡α(g)(χ).
Theorem 4.3.γ α descends to a twisted G-action γ α : P → P on the Poincaré line bundle, with cocycle the pullback of τ
Proof. We can readily check the commutativity of the diagram
for all g ∈ G, n ∈ Π, so that eachγ α (g) gives a bundle map γ α (g) : P → P covering the G-action α ×α on T d × Π. Using the action formulae Eq. (24) and Eq. (23), along with Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), we compute for g, h ∈ G,
verifying that theγ α action on P is twisted by the pullback of τ
Thus P is a τ
Corollary 4.4 allows us to construct a "Fourier-Mukai" transform adapted to G , based on the diagram (cf. Eq. (16)),
where σ G is the K G -orientability obstruction for T d needed for the push-forward
is an isomorphism, implementing crystallographic T-duality, Eq. (21), and that twists that are pulled back from the common base (a point in the above case) can be added to both sides, cf. Remark 4.2. The latter is a common feature of well known dualities like ordinary circle bundle T-duality T, as well as T Z2 , T R recalled below.
T-dualities for circle bundles with involution
There are several variants of ordinary K-theory groups that we can apply to 'Real' or involutive spaces, i.e., spaces X equipped with a continuous Z 2 action x →x. We shall assume that X is a finite Z 2 -CW complex for simplicity. There is equivariant K Z2 , and also a variant K ± introduced by Witten in his study of orientifold string theory [51] and studied by Atiyah-Hopkins [3] in connection with Dirac operators. A definition of K ± is
whereĨ is the interval [−1, 1] and X ×Ĩ has the involution (x, t) → (x, −t). By a Thom isomorphism, one gets the relation [19] 
where h ∈ H . Such dualities were studied in the context of orientifold string theories in [29, 15] and in the context of topological insulators in [37] , and are related to the BaumConnes conjecture over the reals [42] . In the latter setting,Ŝ 1 flip can be thought of as a 1D Brillouin torus Z with the flip involution induced by complex conjugating characters. It is possible to understand KR-theory as equivariantly twisted (complex) K-theory, provided we expand the notion of twists to "φ-twists" [18, 21] . This roughly means that Z 2 (or more generally G) is allowed to act complex antilinearly on fibres, and is motivated to a large extent by quantum physics where time-reversal is a basic example of such an antilinear symmetry operator.
In this paper, we study T-dualities in the purely complex (twisted) equivariant setting, i.e. K Z2 , K ± , K G and their twisted versions (with no further φ-twisting), their relationship with crystallographic T-duality, and therefore their remarkable appearance in solid state physics.
4.3.1 T-duality for 'Real' circle bundles and K ± -theory Notation: For a space X with Z 2 -action, H n Z2 (X; Z) denotes its Borel equivariant cohomology with integer coefficients. We will sometimes write
is, by a Thom isomorphism [19] , isomorphic to H n Z2 (X; Z(1)), which is the equivariant cohomology with coefficients in the local system Z(1) in which Z 2 acts by n → −n ∈ Z.
A 'Real' circle bundle E over a space X with involution is defined to be a principal S 1 bundle E → X with an involution ̺ lifting that on X, such that ̺(ξu) = ̺(ξ)ū for all ξ ∈ E, u ∈ S 1 ∼ = U(1). A basic example is S 
where p,p, π,π are the maps in the correspondence diagram Eq. (16) regarded in the 'Real' circle bundle sense.
Existence and uniqueness of T-dual pairs was established in [19] .
Theorem 4.6. Let (E, h) and (Ê,ĥ) be T-dual pairs over an involutive space X. Then there are K * Z2 (X)-module isomorphisms
Z 2 -equivariant T-duality
A Z 2 -equivariant circle bundle E → X over an involutive space X is a principal S 1 bundle E → X with involution ̺ lifting that on X, such that ̺(ξu) = ̺(ξ)u for all ξ ∈ E, u ∈ S 1 ∼ = U(1). A basic nontrivial example is S 1 free → pt with trivial involution on pt. Such bundles are classified by their first equivariant Chern class c
Z2 (E, Z). Generalising Definition 4.5 and Theorem 4.6 along the lines of the arguments for 'Real' T-duality in [19] , we have
where p,p, π,π are as in Eq. (16) regarded in the Z 2 -equivariant sense.
Theorem 4.8. Let (E, H) and (Ê,ĥ) be (Z 2 -equivariant) T-dual pairs over an involutive space X. Then there are K * Z2 (X)-module isomorphisms
Note that T Z2 is in particular a R(Z 2 ) = K 0 Z2 (pt)-module map.
'Real' and Z 2 -equivariant T-dualities over involutive circle base
In this section, we will provide all the 'Real' or Z 2 -equivariant circle bundle T-dualities with base space one of the three involutive circles S The following crystallographic interpretations are available for three of these:
free do not arise directly from 2D wallpaper groups, but from a slight generalisation called layer groups [32] associated to 2D "layers" in 3D
2 . The sixth and final Z 2 action is induced from the wallpaper group cm,
The fiberings of T 
are generators such that the equivariant push-forward alongπ : S 1 triv → pt providesπ * e = 1 and the 'Real' push-forward along π : S 1 flip → pt provides 2 Explicitly, S 1 triv × S 1 triv would correspond to p11m (reflection plane symmetries) while S 1 triv × S 1 free corresponds to p11a (glide plane symmetries), although the point group needs to be regarded as a graded group, as in the frieze group p11g. π * χ = 1. In low degrees, these groups are:
Note that te ∈ H 
Z 2 -equivariant and Real T-duality over a point
Note also that the generator t ∈ H 2 Z2 (pt) corresponds to the sign representation of Z 2 , and the representation ring of Z 2 is
The unit circle bundle for this sign representation is just S 
'Real' T-duality over S 1 triv
The T-dualities over S 1 triv were given in [19] as an example ( §5.5), but they are somewhat intricate and we recall some of the details here.
From H whose 'Real' Chern classes are 0 and t 1/2 e.
• (c • (c 
With some extra computations, the generators for the desired shaded column are (suppressing the pullback notation)
Under the projection π :
, the basis element te is represented by (the pull-back from S 1 triv of) the group 2-cocycle τ S 1 , whereas h pm := t 1/2 eχ cannot be represented by any group 2-cocycle, according to the classification of twists [20] . In the Gysin sequence,
we have
(Case c
For the Gysin sequence, we need
, and that its generator h cm is not representable by a group 2-cocycle [20] . A part of the Gysin sequence is:
From the computations above, we get from Definition 4.5 that:
Proposition 5.4. The following pairs are 'Real' T-dual over S 1 triv : * χ = χ + t 1/2 , we have
We summarize the K-theories of the T-dual pairs over S 1 triv , which verify Proposition 5.4. (In the following table, two errors/typo in [19] are replaced by the correct results, which are shaded.) • (c • (c • (c In order to find T-dual partners for these Z 2 -equivariant circle bundles, we need to compute the push-forward of each of their possible twists to the base S 
In the Gysin sequence forπ :
the push-forwardπ * is bijective, and we havẽ
(Cases c 
Putting c Z2 1 (L) = t 1/2 χ into the Gysin sequence and Eq. (28), we have for the
Summarizing the calculations above, we have:
Proposition 5.7. The following pairs are Z 2 -equivariant T-dual over S 1 flip :
In Proposition 5.7, all the pairs except the second one are also T-dual in the 'Real' sense by Proposition 5.3, and all their K-theories had been presented at the end of §5. 
free as the trivial 'Real' circle bundle on S 1 free , we apply the splitting of the Gysin sequence to have 
There are also Z 2 -equivariant T-dualities for circle bundles over S 1 triv , but we omit these as we do not use them in our examples.
2D crystallographic T-dualities
In this section, we apply crystallographic T-duality, T G of Eq. (21), to the 17 wallpaper groups. When the point group G is Z 2 , T 2 G fibers as a 'Real' or Z 2 -equivariant circle bundle over another circle (or even both), so that we can T-dualise only the fiber circle while keeping the base circle fixed. This "partial Fourier transform" produces an intermediate 2-torus which we denote byT 2 ; if there is a second way to fiber and T-dualise, we denote the resulting space byT 2 . Subsequently, we may be able to re-fiberT 2 (orT 2 ) such that what was considered the base is now a fiber. A second "partial Fourier transform" producesT 2 on the right-hand-side of Eq. (21), showing that T G factorises into partial T-dualities. In these cases, the factorisation is essentially a combination of the circle bundle T-dualities in Propositions 5.3, 5.4, 5.7.
Trivial point group: p1
), this is not simply the identity map. First, the spaces T 2 p1 andT 2 p1 are not naturally identified, and second, the rank and Hopf generators for their K 0 theory are actually exchanged under T p1 [29, 37] . Pick a principal fibration T . In summary, we have a web of T-duality isomorphisms
The wallpaper group p2 has point group Z 2 comprising π rotations about an origin in Euclidean space. T 
We may also view the vertical isomorphism K
) as crystallographic T-duality for p2 in the presence of c-twist, cf. Remark 4.2.
The three wallpaper groups pm, pg, cm have point group
by an orientation-reversing involution. For pm and pg, the linear actions α,α on T 2 ,T 2 both correspond to the GL(2, Z) subgroup generated by 1 0 0 −1 . Thus the Brillouin torusT 2 in these two cases is identified withT that T 2 pg has a further translational component, because pg is nonsymmorphic. Explicitly, pg ∼ = Z⋊ Z with the second copy of Z acting on the first by reflection, and it is a non-split extension
with 2-cocycle ν (−1, −1) = (0, 1) . The Fourier transform of ν is the U(C(T
In each of pm, pg, cm, the orientability obstruction homomorphism c G is the unique nontrivial homomorphism c = id. Thus, their crystallographic Tdualities, Eq. (21), are 
Cystallographic T-duality diagram for pg. Using Propositions 5.7, 5.8, we can apply T R to T As in the pm case, there is a second factorisation route, applying T Z2 then T R . To summarize,
Remark 6.1. The H 1 -twist c may be identified as the orientation class of the Klein bottle K after passing to the quotient in
. Then the map T R on the top left of Eq. (28) says that the T-dual of a Klein bottle is another Klein bottle with orientation twist. The same isomorphism was obtained in [4] , §9.1, in the context of T-dualising general (non-principal) circle bundles such as K.
Remark 6.2. An easy way [22] to compute the groups in Eq. (28) is to calculate the K-homology groups
where passage to ordinary homology is justified by low-dimensionality of K. By the Baum-Connes isomorphism for pg, this computes the RHS of Eq. (28), and also the LHS by Poincaré duality. The top entry of Eq. (28) is just the ordinary K-theory of K, which is
thus independently verifying the 'Real' T-duality in the diagram.
Exotic non-cocycle H 3 -twists from partial T-duality: cm
In §5.2.2, we saw that T 2 pm and T 2 cm admitted equivariant H 3 -twists h pm , h cm which are not representable by cocycles. These somewhat mysterious twists are not from the family of "special twistings" associated with groupoid central extensions [17] which had appeared naturally in solid state physics in [18] .
A natural question is whether these extra H 3 -twists have any realisation in solid state physics. We answer this in the affirmative, namely, they appear when we do a partial Fourier transform adapted to cm; that is, an exotic twist is required in a mixed position-momentum space description. A similar observation was made in [24] , where partial Fourier transform for the nonabelian integer Heisenberg group (roughly: a screw-dislocated 3D lattice) was found to induce (non-equivariant) H-flux on a 3-torus (cf. §8.1). Cystallographic T-duality diagram for cm. By Proposition 5.4, we can take T R for the 'Real' circle bundle T 
The exotic twist h cm appears in the last pair of Proposition 5.7 and of Proposition 5.4, and these lead to a modified web of dualities,
where the composition T hcm cm of the two partial T-dualities may be interpreted as crystallographic T-duality T cm enhanced by twisting both sides with h cm .
Point group D 3 : Orbifold change under crystallographic T-duality
The two symmorphic wallpaper groups p3m1, p31m have the dihedral group D 3 as their point group, and have the interesting feature that the α for p31m has dual actionα equivalent to the α-action of p3m1, and vice versa (see Eq. 27 of . The orientability homomorphism c : D 2 → Z 2 is the unique surjective one, and we have the dualities
Without the c-twist, the equivariant K-theories of both T 2 p3m1 and T 2 p31m were computed in [46] , and also via the K-groups of the group C * -algebra in [52, 35] , to be Z 5 in degree 0 and Z in degree 1. It is also possible, although not detailed in this paper, to compute directly that the c-twisted equivariant K-theories are also Z 5 or Z, verifying the crystallographic T-dualities for these two wallpaper groups. 
Remaining cases
In each of the remaining cases,α onT 2 is conjugate to α on T 2 , and there are no equivariant fiberings as circle bundles for factorisation of T G .
Cyclic point groups p3, p4, p6
For point groups Z 3 , Z 4 , Z 6 comprising order-3,4 or 6 rotations with respective wallpaper groups p3, p4, p6, there are only the crystallographic T-dualities:
For the remaining seven wallpaper groups with point group D 2 , D 4 or D 6 , the orientability homomorphism is c G : D n = Z n ⋊ Z 2 → Z 2 . Of these, the four symmorphic ones pmm, cmm, p4m, p6m and also p4g have the H 3 obstruction ω (pulled back from a point), cf. Remark 3.3. The nonsymmorphic pmg, pgg, p4g, have nontrivial group 2-cocycles which give the cocycle H 3 -twists τ pmg , τ pgg , τ p4g on the Brillouin torusT 2 . Table 2 : List of K-theory groups appearing in 2D crystallographic T-dualities, note the use of Eq. (25) . Unshaded entries were computed in [52] through K • (C * r (G )) (see also [35] ), and directly as twisted K-theory groups in [46] . Shaded entries indicate K-theories with graded twists that are further implied by various T-dualities, which for point group Z 2 (middle set of rows) were independently computed in §5 (and partially in §5.5 of [19] ).
7 1D crystallographic T-dualities 7.1 1D space groups, frieze groups, and graded twists
The two 1D space groups Z, Z ⋊ Z 2 are special cases of frieze groups, and we shall use the international notation p1, p1m1. Our convention is to regard the Z symmetry to be along the horizontal direction. A frieze group is a generalisation of a 1D space group to include an extra "internal" direction. Such generalisations of space groups are called subperiodic groups [32] . Sometimes, the extra direction is taken to be a time direction which can be reversed by symmetry group operations, and 1D frieze groups are examples of magnetic space groups.
This internal direction is crucial in the bulk-boundary correspondence, where a 1D boundary line should be thought of as sitting in 2D, whence it has a notion of "above" and "below" the line [22] . For example, even though reflection of the vertical coordinate in 2D restricts to the trivial action on the invariant horizontal axis, the internal label "above/below" is changed, and this is recorded by giving the reflection the odd grading.
The seven frieze groups, with their natural gradings, are summarized in the following table. The point groups are either trivial, Z 2 , or D 2 . In a semidirect product Z ⋊ Z 2 , the point group Z 2 acts on Z by reflection, while in Z ⋊ D 2 , the second factor of D 2 = Z 2 × Z 2 acts on Z by reflection while the first factor acts trivially. The projection of D 2 onto the i-th Z 2 -factor is denoted by p i , i = 1, 2.
IUC Name Graded point group Abstract graded group
p1 =Ŝ 1 , and T p1 is the basic T-duality in Eq. (15).
Point group Z 2 acting by reflection: p1m1, p2
The frieze groups p1m1 and p2 are both Z ⋊ Z 2 and come with the nontrivial orientability homomorphism c G = c : Z 2 id → Z 2 . In both cases,
flip has the flip involution, and the momentum space isŜ 1 flip . However, the point group in p1m1 implements reflection of the horizontal coordinate, whereas in p2 it implements π-rotation; only the latter exchanges the internal "above/below" label and is non-trivially graded by c : The crystallographic T-duality, Eq. (21), for p1m1 is
which is also T R for the 'Real' T-dual circle bundles S 
7.1.3 Point group Z 2 acting trivially: p11m, p11g
The frieze group p11m is Z × Z 2 , with the point group Z 2 reflecting the vertical coordinate and thus nontrivially graded. It has T 
and adding a c-twist on both sides gives crystallographic T-duality for p11m, In §3.1, we also saw that H 3 Z2 (S 1 triv , Z) ∼ = Z/2 generated by τ S 1 defined by Eq. (8) . This H 3 -twist appears in the crystallographic T-dual of p11g, the graded group Z generated by an odd glide reflection, i.e. reflection of vertical coordinate followed by half a lattice translation, see Fig. 4 . The (even) lattice subgroup Π The generating translation along a glide axis also effects an exchange of the internal label "above/below the axis".
is a proper subgroup of p11g of index 2,
On T 1 = R 1 /Π, the translational part of the Z 2 -action is s p11g : −1 → e iπ = −1, so T 
Adding a c-twist to both sides gives crystallographic T-duality for p11g,
Remark 7.2. In [45] , the odd glide reflection generating p11g was called a nonsymmorphic chiral symmetry, and the K-theory of the (τ S 1 , c)-twistedŜ 1 triv was computed to be Z/2. This K-theory group is important for the crystallographic bulk-boundary correspondence for G = pg, as studied in [22] and briefly discussed in §8.2.
The T-dualities associated to frieze groups with G ⊂ Z 2 appear in Table 3 .
For p2mm, the point group is D 2 = Z 2 ×Z 2 with the first (resp. second) generator reflecting the vertical (resp. horizontal) coordinate, so T If p2mm is regarded as an ungraded group Z ⋊ D 2 , the crystallographic T-duality Eq. 21 would give
We anticipate that when the grading twist c 1 is added, we will obtain Table 3 : S 1 and the three involutive circles with all possible graded twists, except those of M -type, are T-dualised as above. To T-dualise (S 1 , M ) we pass to (S 1 free , c) instead. To T-dualise (S 1 triv , M ), we need to pass to a double cover and take a conjectured D 2 -equivariant T-dual.
For p2mg, the vertical coordinate reflection is replaced by a glide reflection so that T 
T-duality with Möbius twists and G-equivariant Tduality
So far, the H 1 -twists that we have considered are of c-type, coming from a homomorphism G → Z 2 . Consider (S 1 , M ) where M ∈ H 1 (S 1 , Z 2 ) is the Möbius twist. Passing to the double cover S ) can be understood as a field of noncommutative tori parameterised by the circle dual to the central Z [36] . Note that Heis Z is a discrete cocompact subgroup of the continuous version Heis R (with real number entries), and then "crystallographic T-duality" for Heis Z can be defined as Poincaré duality for Nil = BHeis Z = Heis R /Heis Z composed with the Baum-Connes assembly map. In summary, we have
Then we see that T circle , interpreted as a partial Fourier transform, means that the mixed position-momentum space T 3 comes with a H 3 -twist. This is an other instance of the observation in §6.2.3.
Crystallographic bulk-boundary correspondence and super-indices for boundary zero modes
In a crystalline version of the bulk-boundary correspondence, a d-dimensional crystalline topological insulator should be detectable on some codimension-1 layer fixed under some point group operation. Such a layer need not only have an ordinary d − 1-dimensional space group symmetry, but the isotropy can also contribute by toggling the "above/below" degree of freedom. For example, if G = pg, there is a 2-torsion Class AIII phase because of K −1+τ S 1 Z2 (T 2 pm ) ∼ = Z ⊕ Z/2 (recall that τ pg = τ S 1 ). In [22] , is was shown that this phase is detected by zero modes localised on a cut along a glide axis, and such an axis has precisely the 1D frieze group p11g symmetry with the generator given the odd grading, see Fig. 4 . The graded group p11g gives K , and it was shown in [22] that π * realises an analytic index map for a τ S 1 -twisted family of Toeplitz-like operators parametrised byŜ 1 triv . In this way, the target group
is the "super-higher index" group for the p11g-symmetric topological boundary zero modes of pg-symmetric insulators.
Spectral sequence extension problems and halving computations of topological phases
Consider the symmorphic 3D space groups G = P222, C222, F222, I222, which have point group 222 ∼ = D 2 = Z 2 × Z 2 → O(3) whose three nontrivial elements It is possible to resolve the ambiguity for the untwisted K 1 D2 by a direct MayerVietoris computation, but let us instead show how crystallographic T-duality comes to the rescue. In anticipation of this, notice that groups in the left column also appear in the right column.
First, note that the 222 ∼ = D 2 point group action is orientable but has the Spin c obstruction ω, by Lemma A.3, and this is pulled back faithfully to the K D2 -orientability obstruction for T These dualities enable the resolution of the K 1 ambiguities by referring to the unambiguous K 0 groups on the T-dual side, i.e.,
These examples demonstrate how our crystallographic T-duality supplements the powerful general machinery of the AHSS. In effect, the number of computations is halved, some twisted K-theories can be computed more easily on the T-dual side (cf. Remark 6.2), and extension problems may be resolved by inspecting the T-dual computations. In the physics context, these K 1 groups (with no ω-twist) classify the so-called Class AIII topological insulators with respective space group symmetries, and in particular (restoring the hat) K 1 D2 (T 3 F222 ) ∼ = Z ⊕ Z/2 shows that there is a 2-torsion chiral symmetric and I222-symmetric phase.
